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ABSTRACT 
 
Water infrastructure tends to be designed as networked systems. Such systems can be found 
in nature as well, for example in the self-organizing systems of mycelia fungi. Understanding 
their mechanism leads to a design approach that interweaves urban water infrastructure with 
open space planning. Core principles learned from the fungi were applied to a site in New 
Orleans. The design strategy concentrated on improving the quality of the open space as well 
as linking storm water management with engineering and urban design strategies. Flexible 
and resilient solutions that blend centralized as well as de-centralized water infrastructure 
with the urban landscape became the basic planning strategy. Small scale solutions were 
designed for specific situations and connected with larger scale systems, both as technical 
infrastructure and as integral parts of an open space framework, reframing the urban 
landscape as a continuous infrascape. 
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WHY INFRASTRUCTURE MATTERS 
 
Technological networks are mediators through which the “perpetual processes of 
transformation of Nature into City takes place” (Kaika & Swyngedouw, 2000). Much of the 
material and technological fabric of cities, then, is networked infrastructure. At the same time, 
much of the infrastructural fabric is urban 'landscape' of various sorts. Almost every aspect of 
the functioning of infrastructure, the retrofitting of new networks and the renewal of older 
networks is focused on the needs of serving (and) expanding urban areas (Graham & Marvin, 
2001). According to the latest United Nations population projections, 4.9 billion or almost 
60% of the world population are expected to be urban dwellers in 2030 (United Nations 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs/Population Division, 2006). Consequently 
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Infrastructure as the key physical and technological constitutive of the urban process has 
recently come much more into focus (Allen,1999; LeCavalier, 2010; Hung, 2011). 
 

 
Figure 1: Different angles of the same situation 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Five typologies to describe a spatial approach to storm water management 
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WATER MANAGEMENT HAS ALWAYS PLAYED A KEY ROLE IN THE 
URBANISATION PROCESS 
 
The management of the water system has been a predominant task in the urbanization 
process: claiming the ground for the city as in the Netherlands (Palmboom, 2010), protecting 
the city from floods, supplying fresh water to its inhabitants or removing water after use 
(Whiston Spirn, 1984; Swynegedouw, 2004; De Meulder & Shannon, 2008). 
 
Recent climate changes have made the handling of storm water an urgent issue that cities 
need to address. In the past 150 years the approach to urban water management has been to 
collect storm water with a system of underground pipes and channels and to disperse it as fast 
as possible (Garver, 1998). This technology is now being viewed critically. Drainage of storm 
water from surfaces reduces groundwater infiltration and lowers groundwater recharge rates. 
Instead of seeing water as a threat cities will need to regard it as precious resource in the 
future (Kluge & Scheele, 2008). Approaching storm water management as a decentralized 
system is a chance to create multifunctional urban spaces to help cities in the paradigm shift 
towards sustainability and enhance the open space quality for its inhabitants (Stokman, 2008; 
Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, 2011). 
 
 
THE INTELLIGENCE OF NETWORKED SYSTEMS – LEARNING FROM 
MUSHROOMS  
 
Water infrastructure tends to be designed as networked systems. Such systems can be found 
in nature as well, for example in the self-organizing systems of mycelia fungi. Fungi form 
some of the largest and oldest living organism on Earth and they have been of special interest 
to the study of networked systems. Studies by Dr. Mark Fricker at the Department of Plant 
Science, Oxford and his team have shown, that they grow as self-organized networks, explore 
new territory to search for resources, maintain an effective internal transport system and can 
adapt during development by selective reinforcement of major transport routes and recycling 
of the intervening redundant material to support further extension. (Fricker et. al., 2008) 
In this they apply the same strategies that can be studied in complex systems: growth and 
decay, self-organization, repetition or iteration of localized actions. Their bottom-up strategies 
as well as the absence of equilibrium are ideally suited to a process-oriented design process, 
that learns from an understanding of dynamic systems in which form relates to movements 
and change (McHarg, 1969; Forman, 1995) 
 
 
Learning from mushrooms: 5 core principles 
 
Five core principles were learned from the self-organizing networks of mycelia fungi and 
cellular slime molds: 
 
Principle I_thicken the surface 
Just as the mycorrizha formed between plant and fungus enlarges the surface area, adding 
additional function to the surface is beneficial. Avoid mono-functional structures, add 
function to the surface where ever possible and create an abundance of microsites 
Principle II_interweave microsites 
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Look at structures and surfaces as microsites that can be woven together, the whole is more 
than a sum of its parts, all structures are interconnected 
 
Principle III_connect different systems 
Keep old systems, but add new systems: depending on the scale of the site they can be small 
or large, innovative or if a high safety level is needed more conventional and tested 
 
Principle IV_allow for growth & shrinkage 
Create reversible facilities that can be dismantled and transformed according to the situation, 
allow for unprogrammed space to accommodate new activities that are unforeseen 
 
Principle V_look for network robustness 
Design systems with inherent resilience by taking advantage of fundamental properties such 
as diversity, efficiency, adaptability, and cohesion. 
 
 
TYPOLOGIES TO DESCRIBE THE WATER SYSTEM  
 
Five typologies are used to translate the strategies of the self-organizing networks of fungis 
into a spatial approach to storm water management. They enable the planer to precisely 
describe the water system. 
 
 
1_collect 
All the rainwater within the catchment is collected. 
 
2_use  
Different possibilities of use depending on the circumstances: drinking water generation, use 
as grey water etc.  
 
3_hold  
Water that is not in use will be stored, either to go in use or to drain.  
 
4_flow  
Flow connects the different typologies and enables a flow between them. 
 
5_drain  
Water that is discharged, goes to drain, either through technical infrastructure or through 
natural processes such as evapotranspiration or percolation.  
 
 
The three new types of hold, use, and flow will connect the water system and its technological 
solutions with the urban landscape. As a result a water system is installed which enables 
rainfall to soak away–or to be retained–in the area where it falls, as well as delaying its 
delivery to the receiving waters, thus imitating natural geological systems.  
 
The hold typology looks for decentralized water retention areas. As much rainwater as 
possible will be retained on private and public ground and be allowed to soak away, and only 
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limited amounts will be drained off. This will be achieved by using the functional elements of 
retention areas, gulley-and-trench systems, rainwater reservoirs and porous surfaces. Besides 
built elements an increase of planted surfaces is aimed for.  
 
Hold offers a variety of possibilities in creating attractive spaces out of currently 
“unprogrammed” leftovers, the “urban voids”. American infrastructure adds the special 
feature of “neutral grounds” – large green spaces between the two lanes of roads that can be 
used as “rain gardens”. Hold elements include green and “blue” roofs as well. 
 
In use new technologies such as the “HydroSkin” are introduced. These work mainly on 
solids, the structural elements of cities, housing blocks, etc.  
 
Flow means the possibility of moving water within the city, which can be a relatively low 
energy event within a city depending on its topography and technical infrastructure. 
 
Elements within the system are connected with each other and can form stronger links or 
reduce the strength of the connection. This allows the system to adapt to changing conditions 
such as shrinkage or growth, or changing levels of protection. Water will be contained within 
the system as long as possible, either in hold (above ground/below ground storage, open 
retention areas) or in use (recycled with smaller sub-systems). 
 
Keeping the old, towards a fast flow-oriented infrastructure system intact, while 
simultaneously changing and adding the new elements of hold and use on various scales, 
enables a renewal of the water infrastructure as a more flexible and resilient system. 
 
Just like fungal networks are not just part of an organism–they are the organism–all surfaces 
of the urban form are infrastructure and contribute functionally as well as aesthetically. 
 
 
FIELD TESTING THE CONCEPT: LAFITTE CORRIDOR 
 
These core principles are “field tested” on the Lafitte Corridor in New Orleans, a largely 
abandoned rail corridor that connects the historic French Quarter with Mid Town.  
 
New Orleans has been in the news mainly with pictures of destruction by hurricanes such as 
“Katrina” in 2005. But even on a day-to-day basis the city has to deal with enormous amounts 
of water. It has a high rate of precipitation, almost twice the yearly amount of cities in 
northern Germany, and is located on former swamp- and marshland that has only been settled 
after draining the soil. Seepage from the Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain has to be 
constantly pumped out of the city and the high water table (in certain areas just 40 cm below 
the ground) makes percolation of rainwater into the ground difficult (Meyer, Waggonner & 
Morris, 2009).  
  
Lafitte Corridor is a 3.1-mile largely derelict strip of land along a former shipping canal and 
railway that once connected the historic French Quarter to Bayou St. John, owned by the City 
of New Orleans. A previously important connection that had been largely forgotten for years 
and has now come back into focus as a possible pedestrian green finger connecting the French  
Quarter at the Mississippi River bank via Bajou St. John with the shore of Lake Pontchartrain. 
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The urban plan focused on four criteria: 
 
 
I_Increase Density 
 
The neighborhood adjoining Lafitte Corridor is suited to increase density in the area. It is 
close to the French Quarter and a large site in New Orleans. This should be considered in the 
planning process replacing the demolished Lafitte Housing Complex. Buildings of two or 
three floors and flexible floor plans that adapt to the many single households as well as to 
families with children will attract mixed income communities. 
 
 
II_Improve Connectivity 
 
There is currently no green spatial connection between the French Quarter and Lake 
Pontchartrain via Bajou St. John. Using Lafitte Corridor as the link between the French 
Quarter and Bajou St. John will connect these two attractive spaces and will draw tourists to 
explore areas beyond the French Quarter. Along Lafitte Corridor a variety of small business 
catering for the people living in the quarter as well as for tourists can add attraction and 
income to residents. The green space will stitch areas back together that were divided by the 
canal and will rejoin streets that are currently cut off. 
 
 
III_Restore Green Finger 
 
Lafitte Corridor offers a unique opportunity to create a green space between Mississippi River 
and Lake Pontchartrain. The green finger enables walking or bike cycling from the 
Mississippi River up to Lake Pontchartrain. Areas within the Green Finger can become 
productive with orchards and urban farming. Green finger extends to green roofs vertically. 
 
 
IV_Water Management: Hold, Re-use and Drain 
 
Instead of a new large structure such as a canal or a new pumping station to control excess 
storm water in the area, a strategy of small and adaptive measures is chosen. New large 
structures are in a way a further development of “path-dependencies” resulting from 
infrastructure developments in the late 19th century.  
 
The design approach uses existing structures and land forms to weave water retention into the 
urban landscape. A number of small water systems is linked together and connected to the 
current water drainage system. The current system is the “safety net”, new innovative water 
strategies can be tested within the system. 
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Figure 3: Diagram of a biologically inspired networked water infrastructure concept (“the 

mycorrizha approach”). 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Site location within the area of New Orleans 
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Figure 5: mapping Lafitte Corridor 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: The focus of the urban plan is to increase density, improve connectivity, restore 
green fingers and hold, reuse and drain storm water on-site. 
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Figure 7: Overlay of the urban concept with on-site water management 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Mapping the surface: mono-functional structures with potential to become 
multipurpose open spaces. (© 2010 Amiyo Ruhnke) 
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Figure 9: The design strategy “thickens” mono-functional structures with additional 
programming and on-site water management. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Neutral grounds with roadside rain garden beautify the urban landscape. 
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Figure 11: Green roofs store water and add habitats for more species. 

 
 
 
Analysing key elements 
 
The key elements that offered potentials for the storm water management were identified with 
a mapping strategy. 
 
I_New “solids”:  the new buildings that will replace the Lafitte Housing Project, demolished 
in 2009 
 
II_sealed surfaces: large parking lots as well as flat roofs, which are unutilized areas on top 
of large buildings  
 
III_urban void:  the area of the previous Corondolet Canal, the Lafitte Corridor 
 
IV_neutral grounds: grassy median strips  
All of these are currently mono-functional structures with lots of potential: to enhance the 
open space quality of the neighborhood as well as to add to the water management.  
 
 
RETROFITTING CENTRALISED SYSTEMS WITH DECENTRALISED SOLUTIONS 
 
Strategies learned from the networked system of the mushrooms were explored spatially and 
adapted to the storm water management. The main focus was on adding more capacity and 
resilience to the water system, both with technological innovations as well as an improved 
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integration of underutilized spaces in the urban fabric by adding additional programming and 
water management. 
 
The current mono-functional structures were “thickened” with additional programming and 
connected to the water system. 
 
I_New “solids”:  the new buildings will be fitted with innovative technologies such as the 
HydroSkin, a “closed loop” for the water system approach should be taken  
 
II_sealed surfaces: sealed surfaces serve as retention areas. Additional temporary 
programming such as skate parks or markets are looked for  
 
III_large, flat roofs:  wherever the load bearing structures permit that green roofs are 
installed, some might have solar panels as well  
 
IV_urban void:  the urban void will become an attractive green space 
 
V_neutral grounds: The grassy median strips become rainwater gardens that store and drain 
surface water from the streets  
 
Wherever possible systems are interconnected across different scales. Impact of storm water 
management needs to be considered with all scales: from the single plot to the urban and 
regional scale. The design approach is low-tech. “Fluxfields” can be temporarily programmed 
or with a future change in mind.  
 
New Orleans’ future is – like that of any city – uncertain. All new elements should be 
reversible facilities, they should be able to be dismantled and transformed, and be able to 
adjust to the growth and shrinkage of the city. A variety of systems add resilience to the 
design through diversity, cohesion and adaptability.  
 
 
TOWARDS THE FUTURE: WILL URBAN LANDSCAPES BECOME PRODUCTIVE 
INFRASCAPES? 
 
An integrative approach for contemporary urban projects requires “a new kind of synthetic 
imagination–a new form of practice in which architecture, landscape, planning, ecology, 
engineering, social policy, and political process are both understood and coordinated as an 
interrelated field.” (Corner, 2004). Understanding natural systems and their networked 
character helps to develop new process-oriented strategies in the design of hydrological 
systems in urban areas.  
 
“Infrascapes” transport principles of the cultural landscape into the urbanization process by 
applying traditional strategies such as a polyvalent use of space instead of mono-functional 
use, discontinuity and change of functions, differentiation of function on a small scale as well 
as a blurring of boundaries  in which function and urban texture are interwoven. (on principles 
of cultural landscapes see also Konold 1996). The urban landscape becomes a productive 
infrascape in which the water management is embedded as a function that adds to the variety 
and beauty of the open space. 
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Infrascapes are nested systems and need to be integrated in all scales: 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Nested systems connect horizontally as well as vertically through a hierarchy of scales. 

 
 
Thus the design process becomes a more challenging task as it needs to integrate different 
disciplines not only horizontally but also vertically. Small scale solutions developed for a 
specific site need to be connected with a larger scale technical infrastructure. Only 
interdisciplinary co-planning processes between administration, architecture, urban planning, 
water management as well as landscape design will help to integrate water infrastructure as 
part of multifunctional spaces into the urban fabric. 
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